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General Situation
The biggest trend of the moment is the development of activewear and ATHLEISURE wear the name Athleisure is used for a new garment classification between real sport and streetwear.
Sport bras and leggings are worn like outerwear. All the big innerwear brands are now developing
sport ranges for ‘soft’ activities in contrast with competition sport. (illustration 1)
Strong Athleisure and sport focus on the next INTERFILIERE Shanghai fair with a special
prototype show focussed on innovation.

HOTTEST TREND
ACTIVEWEAR / ATHLEISURE FABRICS
Breathable and moisture wicking and cooling fibre technology to gather with super stretch.
New developments in eco-friendly programs using recycled nylon and polyester. Also strong
awareness of dying technology using less water. Strong developments in silicone bra wires for
‘wireless’ bras and big research in replacement of polyurethane cups in something more natural.
Spacer technology is strongly in demand. Hottest developments also in mesh and fancy elastic
trim. Both for fashion details and functionality. Elastic trim with soft brushed or microfibre back /
side are high in demand.

HOT TREND WIRELESS
AND SOFT NON PADDED BRAS
Craze in the US and Europe of soft cup bralettes already replacing at Victorias Secret in the US
the padded T shirt bra as top sellers. Most of the Soft Triangles or bralettes are made in allover
and pretty embroidery. (illustration 2)
Four major trends for INNERWEAR all concentrate on material impact. In general from a shape
perspective there is a trend towards more comfort and we see a decline of push-up and padded
bras. More covered styles with the deep plunge V-neck as the absolute number one, often
combined with higher briefs.
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Active connection

Profile Sport by Gottex

Upmarket lingerie
and beachwear
brands launch
swim/active crossover lines with sexy
appeal.
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illustration 2

Soft triangle

Women LOVE the triangle!
- No uncomfortable wires.
- Young & sexy looking.
- Cross-over to the beachwear wardrobe.
- Gorgeous to layer under semi-transparent clothes
or the must-have lace body.

This Hanro semi-transparent spacer
triangle gives light support and
more lift than the average triangle.

Always looks nice with a
casual attitude!

Easy to mix-and-match
with any panty. That’s
also the brand strategy of
Love Stories.

For Love & lemons

illustration 3

Bodysuit makes comeback lace and flocking by Iluna.

illustration 4

Allover rigid lace by Lila
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4 Trends Evolving directions

Lingerie dreams
Exploring

Ongoing refinement and inspiration of vintage French leavers lace and antique garments.
Fabrics are light and delicate. Laces are super fine and there is a focus on guipure in lighter
weights. Lots of developments in silk type weaves. Very important for the younger trend
market and bralettes or triangles. Comeback of pretty sleepwear like the babydoll. Flowers and
leafs are delicate and often placed. Colours soft and romantic. Powder, lilac, soft pink, powder
blue, apricot.
Influences from other cultures with a very strong focus on geometrics , tattoo inspiration,
animal and organic designs. A direction that is as important for younger sporty ‘to be
seen’ garments as for corsetry. Here we see a lot of new developments in two-way stretch
shapewear jacquards which are lighter and soft to the hand. Graphical impact for both laces,
embroideries and prints. Interesting cut-out and slash effects and leathery and vinyl surfaces,
transfers and flocking. Black, brown, khaki and sand tones.

Soft tech

Very modern and summery in bright colours with optical contrast end a strong research
into new surface textures and opaque/transparent, marl and shine effects. Decoration with
rhinestones for placed motifs. A trend that is important for sporty underwear and beachwear.
There is a completely new focus on soft jogging/loungewear and velours knits like the iconic
Juicy Couture which makes a comeback. We also see novelty foil printing with metallic effects
for sporty underwear and beachwear. Bright fruity colours, metallic, black, grey marl.

Sexy Spirit

Wearing your inner wear as part of your outerwear wardrobe is the big trend. Number one is
the lace slip dress in rigid big repeat laces. This crossover trend has also followers on the beach.
The long allover lace robe is a big hit on the trendy beaches in France and Italy (illustration 3).
Designs and prints are very artistic, with cut-out ideas in embroideries and laser cut motifs for
top end ranges. The bodysuit makes a big comeback with super creative neckline solutions
(illustration 4) Colours are modern and dark: black, ink blue, aubergine, petrol.
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